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Happy September to you all! 
 
Throughout this previous month, we have continued to increase our online presence with guest 
engagement. Coming from all review sites, Instagram, and Facebook, our activity is continuing 
to climb, therefore making our insights increase. Please find detailed information of the 
Analytics Report below. 
 
We have had 174 OpenTable reviews come through during the month of August. This is 20 
more reviews in comparison to July. Our overall rating is 4.6 out of 5 stars with 95% of guests 
saying they “Would Recommend” us. Our August specific categorical ratings for Food, Service, 
and Ambience are as follows, 4.6, 4.6, and 4.7 out of 5 stars respectively. Our overall rating for 
the month of August is 4.7 out of 5 stars. It is notable to mention that our Food, Service, and 
Ambience categories are consistent throughout the previous months of 2021. By either staying 
the same, or slightly increasing, we are showing our guests through our online presence, that 
we are dependable and that we pride ourselves on our consistency. Our reviews are starting to 
increase the noting of our standard of service. With the last month of our patio season behind 
us, we are continuing to refine our indoor dining service in preparation for the winter dining 
season, and it is clearly starting to pay off. 
 
We have received 43 new Google reviews during the month of August and our average overall 
rating is 4.3 out of 5 stars. Our TripAdvisor rating is holding steady at 4 out of 5 stars coming 
from an over 134 reviews: 10 new from the month of August. I have engaged with 9 guests 
over email regarding both positive experiences and constructive feedback. 
 
Our Instagram following is, again, continuing the upwards trend; we are now at 5,953 total  
followers. As I have upheld detailed tracking of our analytics since January of 2021, we began 
2021 with 3,708 followers and we are now sitting at 5,953. It is evident that over a month, our 
follower count will fluctuate, however with taking this into account, we net roughly 9 followers 
per day. Our most noteworthy post from the month of August that generated the highest 
monthly insight count is as follows: 
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For context, from the left-hand side, the 202 hearts means that 202 Instagram accounts liked 
the post. The 11 comments indicates that 11 Instagram accounts have left comments on the 
post. The seven sends indicates that seven Instagram accounts have sent our post to other 
Instagram accounts, therefore increasing visibility. Lastly, the four saves means that four 
Instagram accounts have saved our post into their own private section. This is helpful as it 
means these Instagram accounts enjoy our posts and want to save the photo to look at it again 
at a later date. 
 
Please find the attached Analytics Summary for August 2021. I look forward to the continuation 
of these reports and the continuing increase of our ratings, reviews, and followers. 
 
Best wishes, 
Chantaille 
 



REPORT

OpenTable
172
Rating 4.6 Stars | 95% Would Recommend
FOOD 4.6
SERVICE 4.6
AMBIANCE 4.7
AUGUST RATING 4.7

Google
43
Rating 4.3 Stars

Emails
9
Positive Experiences + Constructive
Feedback

TripAdvisor
4
Out of 5 Stars
134 REVIEWS

BOOM + BATTEN

FACEBOOK  
1,857 total likes
2,100 total followers 

INSTAGRAM   
5,953 total followers

2021     
Report by Chantaille Ash

For the month of August
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